
Gain a clear understanding of the field-
readiness of your staff with skill assessments 
Identify the skills gaps of your team before it’s
discovered through a callback 
Assign safety training to ensure your workers
are protected in the field 
Utilize curated learning paths so your building
engineers learn the right skills, in the right
order 
Create career laddering programs designed to
improve employee engagement and reduce
turnover 
Track usage and progress with a full suite of
measurement and engagement tools

Online Training for the Real World
With 300+ hours of expert-led training and
hands-on simulations in HVAC, plumbing,
facilities maintenance, and electrical, our
online hotel maintenance training makes it
easy to build a top crew of well-trained
building engineers. 

INFO SHEET

Train and Upskill Hotel Building Engineers 
with Hands-On 3D and VR Simulation Training

Broaden your candidate pool and reduce turnover
with training designed to both upskill newer
engineers and refresh experienced engineers 
Contain climbing costs through efficient, affordable
training that builds a competent workforce in
weeks, not years 
Give your team 24/7 access to field-like preventative
maintenance and troubleshooting scenarios so you
can avoid downtime and ensure room availability 
Deliver consistent, scalable training across locations
and workers of all skill levels 
Cross-train in-house, so your team can service calls
faster and keep your guests happy

Effective, Efficient and Affordable
From costly, outdated training methods to a critical
shortage of skilled workers, onboarding and
managing a hotel maintenance team has never been
harder. Interplay Learning’s on-demand training
platform can help you keep guests satisfied and safe
while also helping you attract and retain the next
generation of hotel building engineers.
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Streamline Training
and Improve
Performance 

 

With Interplay, you don’t have to

reinvent the wheel. We offer a

comprehensive, scalable training

solution customized to fit the needs of

your entire hotel maintenance team.

You can seamlessly integrate our

training into your existing LMS or use

our learning platform to make

assessing, training, and managing your

training easier, faster, and better than

ever before.

Provide Consistent and Effective Training For All Skill Levels
 

Deliver a Hands-On
Experience From

Anywhere 
 

Online, on-demand learning means

continuous workforce skills training —

anytime, anywhere, on any device

including VR. With Interplay, your team

can practice in a safe, risk-free

environment and gain the critical

knowledge necessary to get the job

done right the first time. 

Learn Faster with 
3D and VR Field-Like 

Simulations
 

Using 3D simulations and VR allows
your building engineers to train faster
because they have on-demand access
to a wide variety of real-world scenarios
that would require years to master. The

immersive, game play elements in
training also motivate new generations

to learn and perform better. 
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For more information,
contact Interplay
Learning today.
Contact: sales@interplaylearning.com


